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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Rock mass classifications were developed to create in site investigation procedures 

more systematic and effective. Idea of classification is not to replace analytical studies, field 

observations, measurements or engineering judgment but to have a common basis for 

categorizing into different groups. To identify parameters influencing the behaviour of a rock 

mass and correspondingly divide the particular rock mass formation into groups is one of the 

key objectives of classification. This enables improving the quality of site investigations by 

providing quantitative information for design purposes. This also helps for better engineering 

judgement and more effective communication on a project. There are lots of development 

took place since Ritter (1879) first attempted to develop a empirical approach for designing 

tunnel and corresponding support requirement. Terzaghi (1946) attempted to categorize rock 

into different groups based on some descriptive classification and attempted to calculate the 

rock load on steel sets. One turning point came as Rock Quality Designation (RQD) when 

Deere (1967) successful in providing a quantitative estimate of rock mass quality from drill 

core logs. Later, more extensive classification schemes were developed, by Wickham (1972), 

Bieniawski (1973, 1989) and Barton et. al (1974) which changed drastically the rock 

engineering perspective. In the following sections, some of these common rock classification 

schemes are discussed; further details can be found in the references provided. 
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4.2 TERZAGHI'S ROCK MASS CLASSIFICATION 

The earliest reference to the use of rock mass classification for the design of tunnel support is 

in a paper by Terzaghi (1946) in which the rock loads, carried by steel sets, are estimated on 

the basis of a descriptive classification. While no useful purpose would be served by 

including details of Terzaghi's classification in this discussion on the design of support, it is 

interesting to examine the rock mass descriptions included in his original paper, because he 

draws attention to those characteristics that dominate rock mass behaviour, particularly in 

situations where gravity constitutes the dominant driving force. The clear and concise 

definitions and the practical comments included in these descriptions are good examples of 

the type of engineering geology information, which is most useful for engineering design. 

Terzaghi's descriptions (quoted directly from his paper) are: 

• Intact rock contains neither joints nor hair cracks. Hence, if it breaks, it breaks across 

sound rock. On account of the injury to the rock due to blasting, spalls may drop off 

the roof several hours or days after blasting. This is known as a spalling condition. 

Hard, intact rock may also be encountered in the popping condition involving the 

spontaneous and violent detachment of rock slabs from the sides or roof. 

• Stratified rock consists of individual strata with little or no resistance against 

separation along the boundaries between the strata. The strata may or may not be 

weakened by transverse joints. In such rock the spalling condition is quite common. 

• Moderately jointed rock contains joints and hair cracks, but the blocks between 

joints are locally grown together or so intimately interlocked that vertical walls do not 

require lateral support. In rocks of this type, both spalling and popping conditions 

may be encountered. 

• Blocky and seamy rock consists of chemically intact or almost intact rock fragments 

which are entirely separated from each other and imperfectly interlocked. In such 

rock, vertical walls may require lateral support. 
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• Crushed but chemically intact rock has the character of crusher run. If most or all 

of the fragments are as small as fine sand grains and no re-cementation has taken 

place, crushed rock below the water table exhibits the properties of a water-bearing 

sand. 

• Squeezing rock slowly advances into the tunnel without perceptible volume increase. 

A prerequisite for squeeze is a high percentage of microscopic and sub-microscopic 

particles of micaceous minerals or clay minerals with a low swelling capacity. 

• Swelling rock advances into the tunnel chiefly on account of expansion. The capacity 

to swell seems to be limited to those rocks that contain clay minerals such as 

montmorillonite, with a high swelling capacity. 

 

4.3 ROCK QUALITY DESIGNATION (RQD) 

The Rock Quality Designation index (RQD) introduced by Deere (Deere et. al 1967) to 

provide a quantitative estimate of rock mass quality from drill core logs. It is defined as the 

percentage of intact core pieces longer than 100 mm (4 inches) in the total length of core. The 

core should be at least NW size (54.7 mm or 2.15 inches in diameter) and should be drilled 

with a double-tube core barrel. Palmström (1982) suggested that, when no core is available 

but discontinuity traces are visible in surface exposures or exploration adits, the RQD may be 

estimated from the number of discontinuities per unit volume. The suggested relationship for 

clay-free rock masses is: 

RQD = 115 - 3.3 Jv          

(4.1) 

where, Jv is the sum of the number of joints per unit length for all joint (discontinuity) sets 

known as the volumetric joint count. 

RQD is a directionally dependent parameter and its value may change significantly, 

depending upon the borehole orientation. The use of the volumetric joint count can be quite 

useful in reducing this directional dependence. RQD is intended to represent the rock mass 

quality in situ. When using diamond drill core, care must be taken to ensure that fractures, 
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which have been caused by handling or the drilling process, are identified and ignored when 

determining the value of RQD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Diagrammatic representation of a typical rock sample recovered from a Bore hole 
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operation. There is some difference between natural discontinuities and will normally will be 

planar, discolored, weathered, usually form in sets and sometimes in filled with clay or gouge 

material. On the other hand, manmade fractures will normally be irregular and fresh usually 

random. 

Table 4.1 Rock quality description corresponding to different RQD values 

RQD (%) Rock quality 

90-100 Excellent 

75-90 Very good 

50-75 Good 

25-50 Poor 

0-25 Very poor 

 

4.4  CLASSIFICATION BASED ON UNIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

Table 4.2 Classification of the Uniaxial Compressive Strength of Rocks  

(Commission on standardization, International Society of Rock Mechanics, ISRM, 

1978) 
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4.5 GEOMECHANICS CLASSIFICATION (RMR) 

Bieniawski (1976) published the details of a rock mass classification called the 

Geomechanics Classification or the Rock Mass Rating (RMR) system. The following six 

parameters are used to classify a rock mass using the RMR system, 

• Uniaxial compressive strength of rock material 

• Rock Quality Designation (RQD) 

• Spacing of discontinuities 

• Condition of discontinuities 

• Groundwater conditions 

• Orientation of discontinuities 

In applying this classification system, the rock mass is divided into a number of structural 

regions and each region is classified separately. The boundaries of the structural regions 

usually coincide with a major structural feature such as a fault or with a change in rock type. 

In some cases, significant changes in discontinuity spacing or characteristics, within the same 

rock type, may necessitate the division of the rock mass into a number of small structural 

regions. The Rock Mass Rating system is presented in Table 4.3-4.11, giving the ratings for 

each of the six parameters listed. These ratings are summed to give a value of RMR. The 

following example illustrates the use of these tables to arrive at an RMR value. 
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4.5.1 Strength of Intact Rock Material 

Table 4.3:  Rating for the intact rock strenght 

Point Load Index 

(MPa) 

Uniaxial Compressive 

strength (MPa) 

Rating 

>10 >250 15 

4-10 100-250 12 

2-4 50-100 7 

1-2 25-50 4 

In this low range only UCS is 

preferred 

5-25 2 

1-5 1 

<1 0 

 

4.5.2 Drill Core Quality – Rock Quality Designation (RQD) 

Table 4.4: Rating for the RQD 

Spacing of discontinuities (mm) Rating 

>2000 20 

600-2000 15 

200-600 10 

60-200 8 

<60 5 
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4.5.3 Spacing of discontinuities 

Table 4.5 : Rating for the discontinuity spacing 

RQD (Percentage) Rating 

90-100 20 

75-90 17 

50-75 13 

25-50 8 

<25 3 

 

4.5.4 Condition of discontinuities 

Table 4.6 : Rating for the discontinuity conditions 

Condition of discontinuities Rating 

Very rough surfaces, not continuous, no-separation, un-

weathered wall rock 
30 

Slightly rough surface, separation <1mm, slightly 

weathered walls 
25 

Slightly rough surfaces, Separation <1mm, highly 

weathered walls 
20 

Slickensided surfaces or gouge <5mm thick or separation 

1-5mm continuous 
10 

Soft gouge >5mm thick or separation >5mm continuous 0 
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If more information is available for condition below mentioned table 4.7a and 4.7b 

may also be used. 

Table 4.7a: Rating for condition of discontinuity - With detailed information 

 

 

Table 4.7b: Rating for condition of discontinuity - Withering effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discontinuity length 

(persistence) 
Rating 

Separation 

(aperture) 
Rating Roughness Rating 

<1 m 6 None 6 Very rough 6 

1-3m 4 <0.1mm 5 Rough 5 

3-10m 2 0.1-1.0mm 4 Slightly rough 3 

10-20m 1 1-5mm 1 Smooth 1 

>20m 0 >5mm 0 Slickensided 0 

Infilling (gouge) Rating Weathering Rating 

None 6 Un-weathered 6 

Hard filling < 5mm 4 Slightly weathered 5 

Hard filling > 5mm 2 Moderately weathered 3 

Soft filling < 5mm 2 Highly weathered 1 

Soft filling > 5mm 0 Decomposed 0 
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Table 4.8 : Rating for ground water condition 

 

 
 

 

 

Table 4.9: Total (Overall) Rock Mass Rating (RMR) 

 

Class Number Total Rating Description 

I 100-81 Very good rock 

II 80-61 Good rock 

III 60-41 Fair rock 

IV 40-21 Poor rock 

V <21 Very poor rock 
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Table 4.10: Rating Adjustment for Discontinuity Orientation 

 

Table 4.11: Rating Adjustment for Discontinuity Orientation 

 

 

 

 

 

Effect of discontinuity strike and dip orientation in tunneling 

Strike 

perpendicular 

to tunnel axis 

Drive with Dip 

(45o-90o) 

Drive with Dip 

(20o -45o) 

Drive against 

dip (45o-90o) 

Drive against 

dip (45o -90o) 

Very  favourable favourable fair unfavourable 

Strike parallel 

to tunnel axis 

Dip 45o-90o Dip 20o - 45o Dip 0o-20o  irrespective of  strike 

Very 

unfavourable 
fair fair 

Strike & Dip 
Orientations 

Rating 
Tunnels & Mines Foundations Slopes 

Very favourable 0 0 0 
Favourable -2 -2 -5 
Fair -5 -7 -25 
Unfavourable -10 -15 -50 
Very Unfavourable -12 -25 -- 
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4.6 TUNNELLING QUALITY INDEX (Q) 

Barton, Lien and Lunde (1974) at the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) originally 

proposed the Q-system of rock mass classification on the basis of more than 200 case 

histories of tunnels and caverns mostly in the Scandinavian countries. 

Rock Tunnelling Quality Index, Q   (or Norwegian Q system), Barton et al., (1974) is given 

by 

 

RQD = Rock Quality Designation  100 - 10 

Jn = Joint set number    1 – 20 

 Jr = Joint roughness factor  4 -1 

 Ja = Joint alteration and clay fillings 1 – 20 

 Jw = Joint water inflow or pressure 1 – 0.1 

 SRF = stress reduction factor  1 – 20 

 Typically: 0.01 < Q < 100  

• (RQD/Jn) = crude measure of block size 

• (Jr/Ja) = roughness/friction of surfaces 

• (Jw/SRF) = ratio of two stress parameters (active stress) 

 

The first quotient (RQD/Jn), representing the structure of the rock mass, is a crude measure of 

the block or particle size. The second quotient (Jr/Ja) represents the roughness and frictional 

characteristics of the joint walls or filling materials. This quotient is weighted in favour of 

rough, unaltered joints in direct contact. It is expected that such surfaces will be close to peak 

strength, and will dilate strongly when sheared making it favourable to tunnel stability.  







×






×






=

SRF
Jw

Ja
Jr

Jn
RQDQ
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When rock joints have thin clay mineral coatings and fillings, the strength is reduced 

significantly. Also, rock wall contact after small shear displacements may be a very important 

factor for preserving the excavation from ultimate failure. 

Where no rock wall contact exists, the conditions are extremely unfavourable to tunnel 

stability. The 'friction angles' are a little below the residual strength values for most clays, and 

are possibly down-graded by the fact that these clay bands or fillings may tend to consolidate 

during shear, at least if normal consolidation or if softening and swelling has occurred. The 

swelling pressure of montmorillonite may also be a factor here. 

The third quotient (Jw/SRF) consists of two stress parameters. SRF is a measure of: 1) 

loosening load in the case of an excavation through shear zones and clay bearing rock, 2) 

rock stress in competent rock, and 3) squeezing loads in plastic incompetent rocks. It can be 

regarded as a total stress parameter. The parameter Jw is a measure of water pressure, which 

has an adverse effect on the shear strength of joints due to a reduction in effective normal 

stress. Water may, in addition, cause softening and possible outwash in the case of clay-filled 

joints.  

Table 4.12 Classification of individual parameters used in the Tunnelling Quality Index 

(Q) 

Description Value 

1.Rock quality designation RQD 

2.Very poor 0-25 

3.Poor 25-50 

4.Fair 50-75 

5.Good 75-90 

6.Excellent 90-100 

Notes:  1.Where RQD is reported or measured as ≤10 (including 0) 
2.RQD intervals of 5,i.e.100,95,90 etc. are sufficiently accurate 
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Table 4.13: Index value for joint set number 

2. Joint set number Jn 

A. massive, no or few joints 0.5-1.0 

B. one joint set 2 

C. One joint set +Random 3 

D. Two joint set 4 

E. Two joint set +random 6 

F. Three joint set 9 

G. Three joint set+ random 12 

H. Four or more joint set, random Heavily jointed, ’sugar cube’ 

etc 

15 

J. Crushed rock, earthlike 20 

Notes:  1. For intersection use (3.0*Jn),    2. For portals use (2.0*Jn) 

Table 4.14: Index value for joint roughness number 

3.Joint Roughness  number Jr 

a. Rock wall contact  

b. Rock wall contact before 10cm shear  

A. Discontinuous joints 4 

B. rough and regular, undulating 3 

C. Smoot undulating 2 

D. Slickensided undulating 1.5 

E. Rough or irregular, planar 1.5 

F. Smooth, planar 1.0 

G. Slickensided, planar 0.5 

c. no rock wall contact when shared  

H. zones containing clay minerals thick 

 enough to prevent rock wall contact 

1.0 

(nominal) 

J. Sandy, gravely or crushed zone thick 

 enough to prevent rock wall contact 

1.0 

(nominal) 

Notes:  1. Add 1.0 if the mean spacing of relevant joint set is greater than 3m. 
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2. Jr = 0.5 can be used for planar, slickensided joints having lineation’s, provided that the   
lineation’s are oriented for minimum strength. 

 

Table 4.15: Index value for joint water reduction number 

5. Joint water reduction Jw 
Approx water reduction 

pressure(kgf/cm2) 

A.Dry excavation or minor 

inflow i.e < 5l/m locally 

1.0 <1.0 

B. Medium inflow or 

pressure, occasional 

outwash of joint filling 

0.66 1.0-2.5 

C. large inflow or high 

pressure in competent 

rock with unfilled joints 

0.5 2.5-10.0 

D large inflow or high 

pressure 

0.33 2.5-10.0 

E. Exceptionally high inflow 

or pressure at blasting 

decaying with time  

0.2-0.1>10  

F. Exceptionally high inflow 

or pressure 

0.1-0.05 >10 

Notes: 1. Factors C to F are crude estimates increases Jw if drainage installed 
 2. Special problems caused by ice formation are not considered 
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Table 4.16: Index value for stress reduction factor 

6. Stress reduction factors SRF 

a. weakness zones intersecting exaction, which may cause loosening of rock mass 

when tunnel is excavated 

A. multiple occurrences of weakness zones containing clay or 

chemically disintegrated rock, very loose surrounding rock 

any depth 

 

10.0 

B. singles weakness zones containing clay , or chemically 

disintegrated rock(excavation depth<50m) 

5.0 

C. single weakness zones containing  clay ,or chemically 

disintegrated rock(excavation depth>50m) 

2.5 

D. multiple shear zone in competent rock (clay free),loose 

surrounding rock(any depth) 

7.5 

E. single shear zone in competent rock(clay free).(depth of 

excavation<50m) 

5.0 

F. single shear zone in competent rock(clay free).(depth of 

excavation>50m) 

2.5 

G. loose open joints, heavily jointed or sugar cube (any depth) 5.0 

b. competent rock, rock stress problems 

 σc/ σ1 σt /σ1 SRF 

H. low stress, near surface >200 >13 2.5 

I. Medium stress 200-10 13-

0.66 

1.0 

J. high stress, very tight structure(usually favourable to wall 

stability, may be unfavourable to wall stability) 

10-5 0.66-

0.33 

0.5-2 

K. mild rockburst(massive rock) 5-2.5 0.33-

0.16 

5-10 

L. heavy rockburst(massive rock) <2.5 0.16 10-20 

c. squeezing rock, plastic flow of incompetent rock under influence of high rock 
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pressure 

M. mild squeezing rock pressure 5-10 

N. heavy squeezing rock pressure 10-20 

d. swelling rock, chemical swelling activity depending on presence of water 

O. Mild swelling rock pressure  5-10 

P. Heavy swelling rock pressure 10-15 

Notes 

1. Reduces these value of SRF by 25%-50% but only if the relevant shear zones 

influences do not intersect the excavation 

2. For strongly anisotropic virgin stress field(if measured):when 5≤σ1/ σ3≤10,reduce σc 

to 0.8 σc and σt to 0.8 σd. when σ1/ σ3>10, reduces σc to σt 0.6 σt. 

3. Where, σc= unconfinined compressive strength, σt=tensile strength(point load)and σ1 

and σ3 are major and minor principal stresses . 

4. Few cases records available when depth of crown below surface is less than span 

width. Suggest SRF increases from 2.5 to 5 for such cases (see H) 

 

 

Additional notes on the use of these tables 

When making estimates of the rock mass quality (Q), the following guidelines should be 

followed in the addition to the notes listed in the tables: 

1. When borehole core is unavailable, RQD can be estimated from the number of joints 

as per unit volume, in which the numbers of joints per metre of each joint set are 

added. a simple relationship can be used to convert this number to RQD for the case 

of clay free rock masses: RQD = 115-3.3Jv(approx).where Jv=total no of joints per 

unit m3(0<RQD for 35>Jv>4.5) 
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2. The parameter Jn representing the number of joints sets will often be affected by 

foliation, schistosity, slaty cleavage or bedding etc. if strongly developed, these 

parallel joints should obliviously be counted as complete joint set. However ,if there 

are few joints visible or if only occasional breaks in the core are due to these features, 

then it will be more appropriate to count them as random joints when evaluating Jm. 

3. The parameter Jr and Ja (representing shear strength)should be relevant to the weakest 

significant joint set or clay filled discontinuity in the given zones .however ,if the joint 

set or the discontinuity with the minimum value of Jr/Ja is favourable oriented for 

stability then a second less favourable oriented joint set or discontinuity may 

sometimes be more significant, and its higher value of Jr/Ja should be used when 

evaluating Q. The value Jr/Ja should in fact relate to the surface most likely to allow 

failure to initiate. 

4. When the rock mass contains clay, the factor SRF appropriate loosening loads should 

be evaluated .in such cases the strength of the intact rock is of little interest. however 

when jointing is minimal and clay is completely absent, the strength of the intact rock 

may become the weakest link, and the stability will depend on the ratio rock 

stress/rock strength. a strongly anisotropic stress field is favourable for the stability 

and is roughly accounted for as in note 2 in the table for the stress reduction factor 

evaluation 

5. The compressive and tensile strength (σc and σt) of the intact rock should be evaluated 

in the saturated condition if this is appropriate and the present and future in situ 

condition. A very conservative estimate of the strength should be made for those 

rocks that deteriorate when exposed to moist or saturated condition. 
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4.7   ROCK STRUCTURE RATING (RSR) 

Wickham et al. (1972) described a quantitative method for describing the quality of support 

mass and selecting appropriate support on the basis of their rock structure rating on the case 

studies of small tunnels supported with steel sets. The rating has three components (A, B and 

C) to arrive at a numerical value.   

RSR= A + B + C 

Parameter A: Geology - General appraisal of geological structures on the basis of, rock type 

and its origin, their hardness and strength,   and its geologic structure. 

Parameter B: Geometry - effect of discontinuity pattern with respect to the direction of the 

tunnel drive on the basis of joint spacing, orientation and direction of tunnel drive. 

Parameter C: Effect of ground water inflow and joint condition on the basis of overall quality 

on the basis of A & B combined, joint condition and amount of water inflow. 
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TABLE 4.17 (a, b): Rock structure rating: parameter A: general area geology  

TABLE 4.17 a. 

 Basic rock type 

Hard Medium Soft Decomposed 

Igneous 1 2 3 4 

Metamorphic 1 2 3 4 

Sedimentary 2 3 4 4 

 

 

TABLE 4.17 b. 

 Geological structure 

Igneous  Slightly moderately intensively 

Metamorphic  Folded or 

Faulted 

Folded or 

Faulted 

Folded or 

Faulted Sedimentary Massive 

Type 1 30 22 15 9 

Type 2 27 20 13 8 

Type 3 24 18 12 7 

Type 4 19 15 10 6 
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TABLE 4.18 (a, b) : Rock structure rating: parameter B: Joint pattern, direction of 

drive 

TABLE 4.18 a. 

 Strike perpendicular to axis 

Direction of drive 

Both With dip Against dip 

Dip of prominent joints a 

Average joint 

spacing 

Flat Dipping Vertical Dipping Vertical 

1.Very closely 

jointed <2 in 

9 11 13 10 12 

2.Closely 

jointed,2-6 in 

13 16 19 15 17 

3.Moderately 

jointed , 6-12 

in 

23 24 28 19 22 

4.moderate to 

blocky,1-2 ft 

30 32 36 25 28 

5.Blocky to 

massive,2-4 ft 

36 38 40 33 35 

6.Massive,>4ft 40 43 45 37 40 
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TABLE 4.18 b. 

 Strike parallel to axis 

Direction of drive 

Either direction 

Dip of prominent joints 

Average joint 

spacing 

Flat Dipping Vertical 

1.Very closely 

jointed <2 in 

9 9 7 

2.Closely 

jointed,2-6 in 

14 14 11 

3.Moderately 

jointed , 6-12 

in 

23 23 19 

4.moderate to 

blocky,1-2 ft 

30 28 24 

5.Blocky to 

massive,2-4 ft 

36 24 28 

6.Massive,>4ft 40 38 34 
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TABLE 4.19: Rock structure Rating: parameter C: groundwater, joint condition 

 Sum of parameter A and B 

13-44 45-75 

Anticipated water 

inflow 

Joint condition b 

Gpm/1000ft of 

tunnel 

Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor 

None 22 18 12 25 22 18 

Slight,<200gpm 19 15 9 23 19 14 

Moderate,200-

1000 gpm 

15 22 7 21 16 12 

Heavy,>1000gpm 10 8 6 18 14 10 

 

a  Dip: flat: 0-20o ; 20-50o; and vertical: 50-90o 

b  joint condition : good=tight or cemented: fair=slightly weathered or altered; poor=severely 

weathered, altered or open 
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4.8 THE GEOLOGICAL STRENGTH INDEX (GSI) 

The Geological Strength Index (GSI) system, proposed in 1995, is used for the estimation of 

the rock mass strength and the rock mass deformation modulus. The GSI system concentrates 

on the description of two factors, rock structure and block surface conditions. The guidelines 

given by the GSI system are for the estimation of the peak strength parameters of jointed rock 

masses. There are no guidelines given by the GSI, or by any other system, for the estimation 

of the rock mass’ residual strength that yield consistent result. 

 

Figure 4.2: Geological strength index 
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4.9  ROCK MASS CLASSIFICATION IN SUPPORT DESIGN 

One of the important application of this classification in the design of supports.  E.g. below 

table gives descriptions on the type and density of support with the rock mass rating (RMR).  

Table 4.20: Underground supports design corresponding to RMR 

 

Similarly, in relating the value of the index Q to the stability and support requirements of 

underground excavations, Barton et al (1974) defined an additional parameter which they 

called the Equivalent Dimension, De, of the excavation. This dimension is obtained by 

dividing the span, diameter or wall height of the excavation by a quantity called the 

Excavation Support Ratio, ESR. Hence: 
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The value of ESR is related to the intended use of the excavation and to the degree of security 

which is demanded of the support system installed to maintain the stability of the excavation. 

Barton et al (1974) suggest the following values: 

 

Table 4.21: ESR value for different excavations category 

 

Barton et al (1980) provide additional information on rockbolt length, maximum unsupported 

spans and roof support pressures to supplement the support recommendations. The length L 

of rockbolts can be estimated from the excavation width B and the Excavation Support Ratio 

ESR: 

 

   Maximum span (unsupported) = 2ESR Q0.4 

 

 

Based upon analyses of case records, Grimstad and Barton (1993) suggest that the 

relationship between the value of Q and the permanent roof support pressure Proof  is 

estimated from: 
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Figure 4.3:  Estimated support categories based on the tunnelling quality index Q (After 

Grimstad and Barton, 1993, reproduced from Palmstrom and Broch, 2006) 
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5.1 FAILURE IN ROCKS 

The deformation of rock happens because of the stresses from various directions, and can be 

divided into two parts, deviatoric and non-deviatoric. Non-deviatoric stresses (σmean) are 

compressions equally applied in all directions, that is, a hydrostatic state of stress. Deviatoric 

stresses (σdev) are the normal and shear stresses that remain after subtracting a hydrostatic 

stress, equal to the mean normal stress, from each normal stress component.  The non-

deviatoric stress is given by (σ1+2p) all around while the deviatoric stress is then what 

remains:  = ( -p) and = ( -p). This deviatoric stress produces 

distortion and destruction of rocks while non-deviatoric stresses generally do not. In the tri-

axial test, the initial pressuring is non-deviatoric, subsequently; both deviatoric and non-

deviatoric stresses are raised simultaneously.  Normal strains in a tri-axial compression 

specimen can be measured with surface-bonded electric resistance strain gages. A gage 

parallel to the specimen axis records the longitudinal strain  = ∆l/l, while a strain gage 

affixed to the rock surface in the circumferential direction yields the lateral strain  = 

∆d/d, where‘d’ is the diameter of the rock and ‘l’ is the length. Assuming that the strain gage 

readings are zeroed after the confining pressure has been applied, we can write 

 =     (5.1) 

In which the constant of proportionality ν is called Poisson’s ratio. In fact, proportionality is 

maintained only in the restricted range of loading during which there is no initiation and 

growth of cracks. For linearly elastic and isotropic rocks, ν must lie in the range 0 to 0.5 and 

is often assumed equal to 0.25. Because a rock expands lateral as it shortens axially (Figure 

5.1), a negative sign is introduced to define Poisson’s ratio as a positive quantity. For strains 

of very less value, volume change per unit of volume, ∆V/V, is closely approximated by the 

algebraic sum of the three normal strains. In the tri-axial compression experiment then,  
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                                                                                                                        (5.2) 

or,  

                                                                                    (5.3) 

Volumetric strain produced either by deviatoric or non-deviatoric stresses can be measured 

indirectly using surface strain ages and applying equation (1) or directly monitoring the flow 

of oil into or out of the confining vessel as the confining pressure is held constant by a 

servomechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Deformations of a cylindrical rock specimen during a compression test 

5.1.1 Hydrostatic compression 

Applying a non-deviatoric stress to a rock produces a volume decrease and eventually 

changes the rock fabric permanently, as pores are crushed. However, it cannot produce a peak 

load response, that is, the rock can always accept an added increment of load, apparently for 

as high a pressure as one can generate. Tests have been conducted into the mega bar region 

(millions of psi) producing phase changes in the solid. The pressure volumetric strain curve is 

generally concave upward as shown in Figure 5.2, with four distinct regions. In the first, 

which may be the principal region for many good rocks in civil engineering service, pre-

existing fissures are closed and the minerals are slightly compressed. When the load is 

removed, most of the fissures remain closed and there is a net deformation or “pre-def.” The 

fissure porosity is related to the pre-def. 

ΔL 

ΔD/2 L 

D 
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After most of the fissures have closed, further compression produces bulk rock compression, 

consisting of pores deformation and grain compression at an approximately linear rate. The 

slope of the pressure-volumetric strain curve in this region is called the bulk modulus, K. In 

the porous rocks like sandstone, chalk, and elastic limestone, the pores begin to collapse due 

to stress concentrations around them: in well-cemented rocks, this may not occur until 

reaching a pressure of the order of 1 Kbar (100 MPa or 14,500 psi), but in poorly or weakly 

cemented rocks, pore crushing can occur at much lower pressures. Finally, when all the pores 

have been closed, the only compressible elements remaining are the grains themselves and 

the bulk modulus becomes progressively higher. Nonporous rocks do not demonstrate pore 

“crush up” but show uniformly concave-upward deformation curves to 300 Kbar or higher. 

Pore crushing is destructive in very porous rocks like chalk and pumice, which are converted 

to cohesion-less sediments on removal from the test chamber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Behaviour of rock sample under hydrostatic compression  

5.1.2 Deviatoric compression 

Applying deviatoric stress produces different results as shown in Figure 5.2. With initial 

application of the deviatoric stress, fissures and some pores begin to close, producing an 

inelastic, concave-upward stress-strain section. In most rocks, this is followed by linear 

relationships between axial stress and axial strain and between axial stress and lateral strain. 

After that, in the stage III, the rate of lateral strain begins to increase relative to the rate of 

axial strain (Poisson’s ratio increases) as new cracks begin to form inside the most critically 

stressed portions of the specimen, usually near the sides of the mid-section. In the stage IV, 

cracks that form propagate to the degree of the specimen and a system of interesting 
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coalescing cracks is developed, which eventually form a semi-continuous rupture surface 

termed as a “fault.” Bieniawski (1967) suggested that point C corresponds to the yield point 

in the axial stress-axial strain curve. The peak load is the usual object of the failure criteria. 

However, the rock may not fail when the load reaches this point. In a stiff loading system, it 

is possible to continue to shorten the specimen, as long as stress is reduced simultaneously. If 

the volumetric strain is plotted against the deviatoric stress as shown in Figure 5.2, it is seen 

that the attainment of the crack initiation stress is marked by a beginning of an increase in 

volume associated with sliding and buckling of rock silvers between cracks and opening of 

new cracks. At a stress level corresponding to stress point C, the specimen may have a bulk 

volume larger than at the start of the test. This increase in volume associated with cracking is 

termed dilatancy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Behaviour of rock sample under deviatoric compression  
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5.1.3 Effect of confining pressure 

Most rocks are significantly strengthened by confinement. Sliding along the fissures is 

possible if the rock is free to displace normal to the average surface of rupture. But under 

confinement, the normal displacement required to move along such a jagged rupture path 

requires additional energy input. Thus it is not uncommon for a fissured rock to achieve an 

increase in strength by 10 times the amount of a small increment in mean stress. This is one 

reason why rock bolts are so effective in strengthening tunnels in weathered rocks.  

As mean pressure is increased, the rapid decline in load carrying capacity after the peak load 

becomes gradually less striking until, at a value of the mean pressure known as the brittle-to-

ductile transition pressure, the rock behaves fully plastically. The brittle-to-ductile transition 

occurs at pressures far beyond the region of interest in most civil engineering applications. 

However, in evaporate rocks and soft clay shales, plastic behaviour can be exhibited at 

engineering service loads.  

Without confining pressure, most rocks tested will form one or more fractures parallel to the 

axis of loading. As the confining pressure is raised, the failed specimen demonstrates 

faulting, with an inclined surface of rupture traversing the entire specimen. In soft rocks, this 

may occur even with unconfined specimens. If the specimen is too short, continued 

deformation past the faulting region will drive the edges of the fault blocks into the testing 

machine platens, producing complex fracturing in these regions and possibly apparent strain-

hardening behaviour. At pressures above the brittle-to-ductile transition, there is no failure, 

but the deformed specimen is found to contain parallel inclined lines that are the loci of 

intersection of inclined rupture surfaces and the surfaces of the specimen.  The effect of 

confining pressure is also expressed in changing volumetric strain response as shown for a 

series of tri-axial compression tests.  
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Figure 5.4 Stress-strain characteristics of typical rocks under increasing confining 
pressure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 5.5 Hypothetical stress-strain behaviors: a) from intact to highly jointed rock 
mass  and b) with varying confining conditions 
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5.2 FAILURE MODES IN ROCKS 

Rock under natural conditions experiences different stress conditions. Fractures occur in a 

rock at a certain point when it crosses the threshold stress value. The rock fails with fractures 

developed from the coalescence of several micro cracks and different failure modes of rock 

under various stress conditions are possible. They provide useful information for safe and 

economic design of various structures involving rock. The accurate prediction of failure 

through better design will significantly reduce the costs involved in construction and increase 

the safety.  It is re-emphasized that the failure mode is very significant to decide upon true 

strength of rocks. Usually, hard brittle rocks fails in longitudinal splitting gives the maximum 

strength. Rock samples tested also observed to be failed in simple shear or multiple shear 

which gives relatively lower strength compare to longitudinal splitting.  The stress-strain 

curves for brittle rock material under uni-axial compression examined could be divided into 

four phases namely crack closure, linear elasticity, stable crack growth and unstable crack 

growth. Consequently, the rock fails with fractures developed from the coalescence of several 

microcracks. As failure modes of rocks could provide useful information, the examination of 

failed specimens would be very helpful in design. The relative predominance of the two 

failure modes depends on the strength, anisotropy, brittleness and grain size of the crystalline 

aggregates.  

Figure 5.6 Common modes of failure in rock sample under compression Szwedzicki 

(2007) 
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The failure mode of a brittle rock changes on the application of confining pressure because 

usually under unconfined compression a rock tends to deform elastically until failure occurs 

abruptly (Figure 5.7a). With moderate amount of confining pressure, longitudinal fracturing 

is suppressed and failure occurs along a clearly defined plane of fracture (Figure 5.7b). At 

very high confining pressure rock becomes fully ductile (Figure 5.7c). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.7 Effect of Confining pressure on the failure modes of rock samples Jaeger, 
Cook and Zimmerman (2007) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Different failure modes of granulite observed during after uniaxial 
compression testing 
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Figure 5.9 Different failure modes of granulite observed during the triaxial compression 

testing 

Strength of rock depends on the mode by which it fails.  Many failure theories are given to 

explain the failure mechanism of rock but none of the theories completely captures the brittle 

fracture behavior of rock. Mohr’s theory is often used in predicting the failure of brittle 

materials, and is applied to cases of 2D stress. Mohr's theory suggests that failure occurs 

when Mohr's Circle at a point in the body exceeds the envelope created by the two Mohr's 

circles for uniaxial tensile strength and uniaxial compression strength. Griffith theory 

explains the two-dimensional relationship between shear stress and normal stress at the point 

of failure. The mechanism of failure is based on the formation, propagation, and joining of 

microscopic ‘Griffith cracks’ whose leading edges concentrate stress. Failure occurs when a 

critical stress is reached and the cracks propagate fully. Griffith’s failure criterion is used to 

study the fracture mechanism in the rocks and gives an equation for fracture stress.  
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LECTURE 15 

5.3 COMPLETE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 

The failure of rock specimen by load is partly dependent in the loading system and is not a 

true rock property. The compression test does not have to end in rupture at the peak point, but 

may proceed beyond if the loading system is very stiff. The rock will exhibit what has been 

called “a complete stress-strain curve” if tested in a stiff system because the system responds 

to gradual deterioration in load-carrying capacity through automatic reduction in the applied 

load. Normally when the stresses become high enough to cause fractures in the wall of a 

tunnel or mine, rock simply spalls off, producing a distressed zone that drives the flow of 

stress away from the opening. In a well-designed mine, the roof load will find somewhere 

else to go when a pillar collapses. But if a room and pillar mine were made with very wide 

rooms, the loss of one pillar might be insufferable. The complete stress strain curve can also 

be used to predict failure of rock as a result of creep. As shown in Figure 9, the locus of a 

creep test in the stress strain graph is a horizontal line. If the initial stress in the rock is close 

to the peak load, creep will terminate in rupture when accumulated strain is such as to 

intersect the falling part of the complete stress strain curve. A creep test started at A will 

terminate in rupture at point B after a relatively short time. A creep test begun at C will 

terminate n rupture at D after a much longer time. And a creep test initiated at E below 

critical stress level G will approach point F without rupture after a long time.  
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Figure 5.10 The complete stress strain curve for a typical rock 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Idealized complete stress-strain curve with regions of pre-peak and post 
peak 
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Application of the complete stress strain curve, 

1. The complete stress strain curve can be used to predict failure of rock mass due to 

creep. 

2. Progressive land-slides. 

3. When the stresses become high enough to cause fractures in the wall of a tunnel or 

mine, rock simply spalls off, producing a distressed zone that drives the flow or stress 

away from the opening. 

4. In a well-designed mine, the roof load will find some were else to go when pillar 

collapses. 

It is found that in brittle rocks, sudden release of stored strain energy of machine to specimen 

leads to violent failure. Whether or not the post peak portion of the stress strain curve can be 

followed and the associated progressive disintegration of the rock studies depends upon 

relative stiffness of specimen and testing machine. The subject is important in assessing the 

stability of rock structure in mining application including pillar stability and rock burst 

potential. 

The specimen and machine are regarded as springs loaded in parallel, the machine is 

represented by a linear elastic spring of constant longitudinal strain km and he specimen by a 

non linear spring of varying stiffness ks, compressive forces and displacement of the 

specimen are taken as positive. Thus, as the specimen is compressed, the machine spring 

expands, the extension being analogous to that which occur in the columns of a testing 

machine during compressive test. When the peak strength has been reached in a strain 

softening specimen as shown in figure 10, the specimen continues to compress, but the load it 

can carry progressively reduces. According the machine unload its extension reduces. The fig 

shows what will happen if the machine will (a) soft (b) stiff with respect to specimen at peak 

strength and is compressed by a small amount ∆s in order to accommodate this displacement, 

the load on the specimen must reduce PA to PB  so that an amount of energy ∆Ws given by 

the area ABED is absorbed. However in displacing by ∆s from the point A, the soft machine 

only unloads to FF and releases stored strain energy ∆Wm given by the area AFED. In this 

case ∆Wm is greater than ∆Ws and catastrophic failure occurs at or short by after the peak, 

because energy released by the machine during unloading is greater than that which can be 

absorbed by the specimen following the post peak curve from A to B. In the 2nd case if the 
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machine is stiff with respect to specimen in post peak behaviour, the post peak curve can be 

followed in case ∆Wm <∆Ws . 

  

Figure 5.12: Specimen compression with jack and streching of testing machine - Spring 
model 

 

Figure 5.13: Axil force vs axial displcement for the specimen and machine 
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Figure 5.14 Machine stiffness and specimen stiffness in the post-peak region. 

 

 

5.3.1 Servo controlled testing machine (MTS) 

To get rid of difficulties regarding stiffness, closed loop servo controlled 

testing machine 

The essential features of closed loop servo controlled is given in fig,. An experimental 

variable (a force, displacement, strain component) is programmed to vary in a predetermined 

manner, generally monotonically with time the measured and programmed values are 

compared electronically several thousands of times and a servo valve adjust the pressure 

within the actuator to produce desired equivalence. 
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Figure 5.15: Closed loop testing system 
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5.4 FAILURE CRITERIA FOR ROCKS 

The strength of the intact rock is influenced by its origin, structure, composition, texture, 

grain size and porosity. It is also affected by the surrounding pressure, pore pressure, 

temperature and moisture content. Laboratory testing methods for determination of strength 

of intact rock are generally well established and testing techniques have been recommended 

by the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM). The most important factors 

affecting the strength of intact rock are anisotropy, specimen geometry, confining stress, 

moisture content and creep and rate of loading. Rock by nature is anisotropic, consisting of 

mineral grains, cracks and pores of random orientation, and hence should be tested under 

different orientations and direction of applied load. Specimen geometry height/diameter ratio 

and size influences the strength of rock and hence the height/depth ratio of 2.0 should be used 

in the laboratory testing of rock and also sufficiently large specimens should be tested to 

eliminate the effect of size. Rocks in the earth’s crust generally exist in a confined state; i.e., 

surrounded by other rock, which exerts a stress from all sides on the element under 

consideration. Hence, to obtain a more realistic idea of the rock behaviour, it is tested under 

various confining stresses. The practical significance of the presence of water in the rock is 

the danger that normally stable structure might become unstable under elevated pore 

pressures. Hence, it is always advisable to test the rock under the different moisture and pore 

pressure conditions expected to be encountered in the field.  

Rock mass strength depends upon two major factors. The first factor is the effect of size on 

the strength of intact rock (in between discontinuities) of the size under consideration and the 

second factor is the effect of discontinuities on the strength, taking into account the size 

effect. The influence of joints on the compressive strength of a rock mass was studied by a 

number of investigators using different models. Theoretical strength criteria based on the 

actual mechanism of fracture have been proposed by many investigators. The major 

disadvantage with the theoretical strength criteria is that, they don’t fit the experimental 

results properly; to overcome this problem, many empirical strength criteria were formulated 

for rocks and rock masses. A strength criterion is written in terms of 
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• Principal stresses, σ1 and σ3 at failure such as 

b
3c1 aσ+σ=σ          (5.4)  

• Normalized principal stresses at failure obtained by dividing the principal stresses, 

1σ and 3σ  at failure by relevant uniaxial compressive strength, cσ  such as  

  
α









σ
σ

+=
σ
σ

c

3

3

1 B1               (5.5) 

In the equation 5.4 and 5.5, a, b, B and α  are empirical constants.  

Common failure criteria applicable to rocks 

5.4.1 Mohr-Coulomb Criterion 

The simplest and best-known failure criterion is given 

'tan'' φσt nc +=     (5.6) 

where, τ is shear strength, c’ is cohesion; σ’n is normal stress and φ′  is internal friction. In 

terms of effective principal stresses, this leads to a linear relationship,  

      '
3

'
o2

c
'
1 .

2
45tan σ







 φ
++σ=σ                                     

(5.7)                      where, σc is uniaxial compressive strength, and 'φ  is angle of internal 

friction.  The classical Mohr-Coulomb theory can't be used to predict the non-linear response 

of rocks. Keeping in mind this limitation, a number of investigators suggested empirical 

strength of various forms suitable to predict the non-linear response of jointed rocks. 
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Figure 5.16. Mohr-coulomb failure criterion with tension cut-off. 

5.4.2 Effect of water pressure and principle stress ratio 

Strength of some rocks get deteriorated in presence of water and reduction of strength may be 

upto 15% due to saturation of some friable sandstone. In case of some rocks like clay shale, it 

loses strength completely. The pore water and the water present in cracks and fissures play a 

crucial role and exerts pressure while loading if drainage is blocked. Tarzaghi's effective 

stress law may be applicable in such cases in rock. As per the law, a pressure of Pw as the 

pore water in rock will reduce the peak normal stress by an amount Pw.  It is explained as 

below.  

 

Differential stress is unaffected by water pressure, 

31
'
3

'
1 σ−σ=σ−σ                                                         (5.8) 
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Mohr coulomb equation in terms of principal effective stress 
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Figure 5.17: Effect of water pressure on MC failure  
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To check the effect of principal stress ratio on failure,  

3
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The major principal stress becomes larger when the principal stress ratio K (=σ3/σ1) 

approaches to   





 +

2
45cot2 φo . If ϕ is 45o , failure can't occur above principal stress ratio 

K=0.17. 
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5.4.3 Hoek and Brown criterion 

Hoek and Brown (1980b) arrived at an empirical failure criterion capable of modelling the 

highly non-linear relationship between the minor and major principal stresses and also 

predicting the influence of rock mass quality on the strength, this criterion is given as           

2
331 ''' cfcff sm σσσσσ ++=

   (5.17)
 

Where, σ’
1f and σ’

3f are the major and minor effective principal stresses at failure. σc is the 

uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock material, and m and s are material constants, 

where s = 1 for intact rock.  

Later, Hoek and Brown (2002) have modified the equation to give a generalized criterion in 

which the shape of the principal stress plot or the Mohr envelope could be adjusted by means 

of a variable coefficient ‘a’ in place of the square root term, which is as given below. 

a

c

3
cf3f1 s'm'' 








+
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σ+σ=σ            (5.18)

  

Subsequently, the parameter ‘m’ is replaced by ‘mb’ which is the reduced value of the 

material constant mi and is given by 
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Where, ‘s’ and ‘a’ are constants for the rock mass given by the following relationship 
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In the above equations 5.19 and 5.20, ‘D’ is the disturbance factor which represents the 

degree of disturbance to which the rock mass has undergone due to blast damage and stress 

relaxation. The values of D vary from 0 for completely intact rock and to 1 for highly 

fractured rock mass. GSI is the Geological Strength Index relating the failure criterion to 

geological observations in the field, particularly for very weak rock masses. 
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of Hoek- Brown and Mohr-Coulomb criteria  
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Table 5.1: Guidelines for estimating disturbance factor D 
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5.4.4 Empirical Rock failure criterion 

More precise criterion of failure may be determined for any rock by fitting an envelope to 

Mohr's circles representing values of the principal stresses at peak conditions in laboratory 

tests. It may be the best practice, to produce an empirical criterion tailored to given rock type. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19: An empirical criterion of failure defined by Mohr envelopes based on series 
of laboratory tests 
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5.4.5 Griffith Failure criterion 

 

            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
    

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

     

Figure 5.20: Griffith failure theory - elliptical cracks 
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      Griffith postulated that a crystalline material (like rock) contain a large number of 

randomly oriented zones of potential failure in the form of grain boundaries (microfractures). 

Griffith hypothesized that stress concentrations develop at the end of these cracks causing the 

crack to propagate and ultimately contribute to the macroscopic failure. The assumptions are, 

1. The flaw which is elliptical in shape can be treated as single ellipse in a semi-infinite 
elastic medium.  

2. Adjacent flaws don't interact. 
3. The material is assumed to be homogeneous. 
4. Ellipse and stress system are taken to be two dimensional. 

For a thin elastic strip of unit thickness containing a elliptical hole oriented with its long axis 

perpendicular to an applied tensile stress σo, the maximum stress σmax at the apex of the 

ellipse depends on radius of curvature of the apex (ρ) and the length of the crack (2c). 

    (5.22) 

Griffith computed the difference of energy in the strip with and without the hole to be. 

Total energy,  

     (5.23) 

where, E is Young's modulus 

The surface energy resulting from the formation of crack is  

               (5.24) 

where, T is the Surface tension 

Hence the elliptical hole has decreased the total energy by  

                       (5.25) 
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Instability will result and the crack will propagate if, 

           (5.26) 

That is the total energy becomes the maximum, 

        (5.27) 

where, To is the tensile strength of the material. 

If the two dimensional case, randomly distributed and oriented cracks occur through the 

body, the criteria for fracture is as follows. 

If, 𝜎𝜎1> 𝜎𝜎3   and  3𝜎𝜎1+ 𝜎𝜎3 < 0 

fracture will occur when, 

(𝜎𝜎1- 𝜎𝜎3)2 = -8To (𝜎𝜎1+ 𝜎𝜎3)   [when compressive stress field is predominant] 

at an angle given by 

 

If, 𝜎𝜎1> 𝜎𝜎3   and  3𝜎𝜎1+ 𝜎𝜎3 > 0 

fracture will occur when 𝜎𝜎1= To at an angle θ=0o.  [Tension is predominant] 

where, To =  Tensile strength of the rock. 

Fracture initiation based on Griffith theory 

    (5.28) 

Defines the relation between the shear and normal stresses.  τxy
 and  σy at which fracture 

initiates on the boundary of an open elliptical flaw. 
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    Figure 5.21: Griffith failure criterion    
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5.4.6 Hyperbolic model 

The behavior of the jointed rocks can be modeled with equal accuracy by assuming that the 

bulk modulus of rock mass varies with confining pressure and is independent of strength 

mobilized. The two important parameters that represent the non-linear and stress dependent 

behavior of jointed rock mass are 1) Tangent values of Young’s modulus (Et) which vary 

with confining pressure and percentage of strength mobilized. 2) Values of bulk modulus (B) 

which vary with confining pressure and which are independent of percentage of strength 

mobilized. Kondner (1963) and his co-workers have shown that the stress-strain curve for a 

number of geomaterials could be approximated reasonably by hyperbolic equations:, 

       

( )ult31i

31

E
1

σ−σ
ε

+

ε
=σ−σ                                     (5.29) 

where, iE  is the initial tangent modulus, ( )ult31 σσ −  is the asymptotic value of stress 

difference which is related closely to strength of the soils. ( )ult31 σσ −  is always greater than 

the compressive strength. Increase in confining pressure usually result in a steeper stress-

strain curve and a higher strength and the values of iE and ( )ult31 σσ −  therefore increases with 

increasing pressure. This stress dependency is taken into account by using empirical 

equations to represent the variations of iE  and ( )ult31 σσ −  with confining pressure. The 

variation of iE  with 3σ  are represented by equations of the following form (Janbu 1963): 

n
3

i Pa
KPaE 







 σ
=                                          (5.30) 

where, K= Modulus number (dimensionless number) 

n = modulus exponent (dimensionless number) 

Pa = atmospheric pressure introduced into the equation to make conversion from one 

system of units to another more convenient. 
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The value of ‘K’ and ‘n’ are same for any system of units and units of ‘ iE ’is same as the unit 

of Pascal. The ultimate failure stress is related with the asymptotic value of the failure stress 

by this relation: 

                        
( )
( )ult31

f31
fR

σ−σ

σ−σ
=                                                 (5.31) 

where, fR = failure ratio, and is always less than one and varies between 0.2 to 0.9 for most 

of the cases.  

The expression for instantaneous slope of the stress strain curve is the tangent modulus ‘ tE ’ 

and the same is obtained by differentiating equation (5.29) with respect to ‘ ε ’ and 

substituting the equations 5.30, 5.31 and Mohr-Coulomb failure equation, into the equation, 

the following expression can be derived: 

( )( ) n
3

2

3

31f
t Pa

KPa
sin2cosc2

sin1R
1E 







 σ








φσ+φ

σ−σφ−
−=                                    (5.32) 

This equation has been used to calculate the approximate value of tangent modulus of intact 

rock for any stress condtion ‘ 3σ ‘ and ( )31 σσ −  if the values of the parameters K, n, c, φ  and 

fR are known. Where, c and φ  are the cohesion and angle of internal friction of the intact 

rock respectively.  
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Figure 5.22: Dependency of non-linearity of stress-strain behaviour with failure 

ratio (Rf) 

5.4.7 Bieniawski- Yudhbir criterion 

Among the strength criteria evolved, the criterion suggested by Bieniawski (1974) is very 

popular  

                                               
α

σ
σ

σ
σ











+=

c

3

3

1 B1                           (5.33) 

where, α is slope of plot between (σ1/σc-1) versus (σ3/σc) on log-log scale and B is a 

numerical constant. Based on the study, Bieniawski (1974) gave values for α and B based on 

the lithology of rock and they are as follows: 

 α = 0.75 for all rock types  

 B = 3.0 for siltstone and mudstone 

    = 4.0 for quartzite, and 

      = 5.0 for norite. 
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Yudhbir et al.(1983) gave a general form to Bieniawski’s expressions, which is as follows: 

                                      
α












σ
σ

+=
σ
σ

c

3

3

1 BA                   (5.34) 

where, α is slope of plot between (σ1/σ3 – A) versus (σ3/σc ) on log-log scale and B is a 

material constant. A is a dimensionless parameter depending upon rock quality and for intact 

rocks the value of A is 1. The value of B based on some limited data is as follows: 

 B = 2 for tuff, shale and limestone  

     = 3 for siltstone and mudstone  

       = 4 for sandstone and quartzite  

        = 5 for norite and granite 

The applicability of this criterion for jointed rocks is questionable, because two out of three 

constants are not dependent on the degree of jointing and the relationship does not give much 

insight in to the strength of rock mass and failure mechanism associated with it. 

5.4.8 Ramamurthy’s Criterion 

Ramamurthy (1993) and Ramamurthy and Arora (1994) presented the non-linear shear 

strength response of intact rocks in the form of modified Mohr-Coulomb theory. 

i

3

c
i

3

31 B
α

σ
σ

σ
σσ









=

−                                                  (5.35) 

where, αi is the slope of the plot between (σ1-σ3)/σ3 and σc/σ3 and for most intact rocks it is 

found to be between 0.75 and 0.85.and an average value of 0.8 was suggested for all rock 

types. Bi is a material constant and the values are as follows. 

 1.8 for siltstone, clay , tuff and loess 

 2.2 for shale slate mudstone claystone and sandstone. 

 2.4 for limestone anhydrite and rocksalt. 

 2.6 for quartzite , andesite , diorite , norite , liprite and basalt. 

 2.8 for marble and dolomite 

 3.0 for granite and charnockite.  
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The above values are estimated by conducting a minimum of two-triaxial tests at  confining 

stress greater than 5% of cσ for the rock. For jointed rock mass the criterion can be written as 

α









σ

σ
=

σ
σ−σ

3

cm

3

31 B                                                          (5.36) 

where, B is the material constant for rock mass and σcm is the uni-axial compressive strength 

of rock mass. The expressions for σcm , B and α in terms of joint factor Jf are given by   

       ( )fccm J008.0exp −= σσ                                              (5.37) 
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Joint factor model 

As highlighted in the previous chapter, the rock mass properties can be represented by a set 

of empirical relations, which express the elastic modulus of the jointed rock mass as a 

function of a joint factor and the elastic modulus of the intact rock. The important factors 

which have maximum influence on the strength and modulus values of rock masses are: 

i) Joint frequency i.e. the number of joints per meter,  ii) Joint orientation ‘β’ with respect to 

major principal stress direction and iii) the joint strength parameter depending on the joint 

condition.  

Considering these parameters, the Joint factor (Ramamurthy, 1993, Ramamurthy and Arora, 

1994) given by the following equation. 

    
 r n.

J
 = J n

f                                                              (5.40) 

The values of ‘n’ for various orientation angles and the joint strength parameter ‘r’ for 

unfilled joints various uniaxial compressive strengths of intact rock are given in table 4.1 and 

4.2.  
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Based on experimental investigation as discussed in Chapter 3, exponential correlations were 

developed to find out the uniaxial compressive strength and elastic modulus of rock mass as a 

function of joint factor and the uniaxial compressive strength/ elastic modulus of intact rock 

respectively. The expressions presented by our work are inline with earlier given correlations 

by Ramamurthy (1993) and Ramamurthy and Arora (1994) based on the numerous uniaxial 

and triaxial test data on jointed rocks, covering soft rocks like plaster of Paris to very hard 

rock like granite. These correlations are more generalized and were implemented in 

numerical modelling for practical reasons, and are presented here. 

Table 5.2 Joint inclination parameter ‘n’ for different β 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 5.3 Values of ‘r’ for different values of σci 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orientation of joint β in degrees Joint inclination parameter ‘n’ 
0 0.82 
10 0.46 
20 0.11 
30 0.05 
40 0.07 
50 0.31 
60 0.46 
70 0.63 
80 0.82 
90 1.00 

Uniaxial compression strength of 
intact rock, σci (MPa) Joint strength parameter ‘r’ 

2.5 0.30 
5.0 0.45 
15.0 0.60 
25.0 0.70 
45.0 0.80 
65.0 0.90 
100.0 1.00 
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The ratio of the elastic modulus Er for the rock mass, which is the ratio of elastic modulus of 

the jointed rock (Ej) to the elastic modulus of the intact rock (Ei), at zero confining pressure, 

can be calculated using the following equation:  

( )
( ) ( )f

2-

3i

3j
r J 10  1.15- exp = 

0  E
0  E

 = E ×
=

=

σ
σ

           (5.42)
 

The elastic modulus of the jointed rock at zero confining pressure Ej (σ3=0) is then obtained 

by multiplying Er with the elastic modulus of the intact rock (Ei).  

The compressive strength ratio σcr, which is the ratio of uniaxial compressive strength of the 

jointed rock (σcj) to the uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock (σci), is taken as: 

( )f
ci

cj
cr J008.0exp −==

σ
σ

σ
            (5.43)

 

The confining pressure (σ3) for the field problem, which is equal to the minor principal 

stress, is calculated from the in-situ stresses measured around the excavation. The rock mass 

modulus in the unconfined state is related to the modulus in the confined state by the 

following expression: 

( ) ( )
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5.4.9 Plasticity Models 

Various plasticity models with relevant yield criteria swhave been incorporated in the 

program. The details of these criteria can be found in Desai and Siriwardane (1984), Desai 

(1994), Desai, et al. (1986), Desai (1995, 2001). Here, the expressions for the yield criteria 

are presented with description of parameters. Compressive stresses are assumed positive, 

von Mises yield criterion 

 

where J2D is the second invariant of deviatoric stress tensor, Sij, and σy is the yield stress in 

simple tension or compression. 

Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion 

 
where J1 is the first invariant of the stress tensor, σij, φ is the angle of internal friction, c is 

cohesion, and θ is Lode angle given by 

 

in which J3D is the third invariant of deviatoric stress tensor, Sij. 

 

 
Drucker-Prager yield criterion 

 
where α* and k are material constants, e.g., for plane strain conditions 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Usually rocks are considered to be a good foundation material and strength is rarely 

an issue while designing any structure over rock. But, inherently rocks comes with 

weaknesses and that comes the real challenges for the design.  Moreover, if the load is really 

very large such as in cases of heavy bridge piers or sky scrapers etc., the bearing capacity 

may need to be checked specially for rocks which rocks is weak or moderately strong. 

Sometimes, rocks may have defects, or inherently weak like chalks, clay shales or clay bands, 

friable sandstones, tuffs or porous limestones, or sometimes rocks may be highly weathered 

or fractured, such situations heavy foundation load may develop excessive deformation which 

is undesirable. Settlement of more than 20mm has also been observed with foundation 

pressure of even lesser than 10kPa (Sowers, 1977). 

 There are issues with the rock foundations specially  if the rocks are decomposed, in 

karstic limestone which are soluble, rocks with faults, weathered rock with or without filling 

material, fractured/ fissured rocks etc. (figure 1). Figure 1(a) is an ideal condition  for rock 

foundation construction as the rock is relatively strong with no fracture, having clearly 

defined bedrock surface and is smooth and horizontal. Figure 1(b-f) depicts different 

problematic rocks for foundation construction. 

 One of the example, where failure happens due to problematic rock below foundation 

is St. Francis Dam failure, California 1928. This concrete gravity dam constructed in 1926 

and collapsed in 1928. Failed primary due to existence of weak rocks below. Rock was 

Schists and soft argillaceous conglomerate separated by a distinct fault. Its crushing strength 

was less than 4MPa. Conglomerate also did have veins of gypsum, a soluble mineral. Dam 

was founded on schist, not considered reliable founding rock. Conglomerate below the 

reservoir caused enormous leakage of stored water leading to the failure. 
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 a) Ideal situation   b) Decomposed  c) Karstic limestone 

 

 

 d) Faulted rock e) Weathered rock with residual soil  f) Fractured rock 

 

Figure 9.1 : Different problematic rocks (Goodman, 1997) 
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a) Before failure 

 

 

  

a) After failure 

 

Figure 9.2: Photograph of St. Francis dam, California, USA. 
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Figure 9.3: Geological section at the site of St.Francis dam, California, USA. 

 

Many other dams across the world failed due to improper investigation, wrong planning and 

design of foundation. Definite for the safe design of any dam, one of the important aspect to 

be considered is rock mechanics principles and geology of the site.   

 

9.2 FOUNDATION TYPES ON ROCKS 

 

Different type of foundation may be constructed in rock, may be categorized in three groups, 

• Shallow foundation 

• Deep/Pile foundation  

• Rock socketed piers 

Failure in rock foundations may happen in a number of modes. Mode of hard, brittle rock 

may be totally different than the mode observed from weak rocks. More ever, if 

joints/fissures are present, same rock may again have a totally different mode of failure. 

Rocks are weak in tension and therefore the propagation of extension cracks leads to 

indentation of the loaded foundation on rock.  Once the load reaches the tensile strength of 

the rock crack initiates, further loading may extends the crack and with still higher load, 

cracks coalesce and interfere leading to eventual failure. Foundation on rock masses 

undergoes additional permanent deformation due to the closure of the fissures, pores and 

cracks.  Below shown figures different failure modes observed in rocks.   (Goodman, 1989). 
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     c) Rock socketed pier 

 

Figure 9.4:  Different type of foundations, a) Footing on rock b) End bearing piles 
resting on rock c) Rock socketed pier 

 

9.3 BEARING CAPACITY  

 The bearing capacity of foundations founded on rock masses depends mostly on the 

ratio of joint spacing to foundation width, as well as intact and rock mass qualities like joint 

orientation, joint condition (open or closed), rock type, and intact and mass rock strengths. To 

perform satisfactorily,  shallow foundations on rock must have two main characteristics.  

They have to be safe against overall shear failure in the rock mass that supports them. They 

cannot undergo excessive displacement, or settlement. Hence, there are two criteria for 

design, Sliding and shear failure and Settlement. Rock bearing capacity mentioned in various 

building codes are basically approximate values and it is advisable to go for the bearing 

capacity based on measurement of some particular parameters using insitu & laboratory tests. 

Clayey soil  

Sandy soil 

Medium clay 
Stiff clay 

Rock 

 Rock Socket 

Rock socketed  
pier 
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shearing 

 

Figure 9.3: Different failure modes for foundation on rock a) Cracking b) crushing c) 
Wedgeing d) Puching e) shearing 

 

Different failure modes are possible for a footing on rock (Ladanyi, 1972).  Cracking 

happens, if the rock mass is relatively un-fractured. After crack initiates,  further loading 

extend cracks, and at still higher load, cracks coalesce and interfere and eventually crush 

under additional increment of load. Due to dilatancy effect, cracked and crushed rock under 

the loaded area expands outward, eventually generating some radial networks of cracks 

(wedges) propagating upto surface. Additionally, in compressible seams or weakly cemented 

sedimentary rocks due to heavy load, irreversible settlement without cracking and wedging, 

known as punching failure.  

 

Cracking 
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9.3.1 Ultimate bearing capacity 

As per old US building codes, the ultimate bearing capacity (the load per unit area of the 

foundation at which shear failure/sliding in rock mass occurs). 

 Soft rock    1.4 MPa 

 Medium rock    2.4 MPa 

 Hard rock       4.8 MPa 

Effect of fracture intensity on bearing capacity can be estimated using RQD, 

 RQD  >90%    No reduction 

 %50 <RQD< 90%   Reduce by a factor 0.27-0.7 

 RQD <50%   Reduce by a factor 0.25-0.1 

If clay seems are found further reduction is made.   

Allowable load will depend on many  factors, 

 

a)  Occurrences During Excavation 

• Undulating rock surface below a level ground; 

• Heterogeneity of rock mass (the bearing capacity may vary up to 10 times in 

apparently the same rock mass because of presence of localized fractures/shear 

zones/clay gauge/clay 

• weathering/alternate hard land soft beds, etc. 

• Solution and gas cavities; 

• Wetting, swelling and softening of shales / phyllite & expansive clays, 

• Bottom heave; 

• Potential unstable conditions of the slope and 

• High in situ horizontal stresses. 
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b)  Adjacent Construction Activities 

• Blasting (Controlled blasting techniques such as line drilling, cushion blasting and 

pre-splitting are available if it is necessary to protect the integrity of the work just 

outside the excavation); 

• Excavation  

• Ground water lowering ( excepting in highly pervious sedimentary rock, this 

phenomenon is rare in most of igneous and metamorphic rocks ) and 

 

c) Other Effects 

• Scour and erosion ( in case of abutments and piers ); 

• Frost action 

• Flooding (only erodible rocks like sale and phyllite ) and 

• Undesirable seismic response of the foundation. 
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9.5  DESIGN REQUIREMENTS - FOUNDATIONS 

Two important requirements,  

 Bearing capacity - Sliding and shear failure 

  Settlement 

Bearing capacity from codes gives mostly approximate values and could be based on 

measurement of some particular parameters with insitu & laboratory tests.  In rock 

engineering, presence of weak planes, complicate the issues and shear failure along the those 

weak planes is very common. If the rock contains mica mineral like phyllite, it futher 

complicates the design. The detailed investigation and physico mechanical characterisittics of 

rock and rock joints are must for sucessful design of foundation on rock. Reinforment and 

improvment techniques like grouting, rock bolts etc may be used to improve the bearing 

capacity and overall stabilty against shearing or separation. Figure 9.11 shows a typcial 

example how a bridge abutment founded on rock with weak planes and fault is strengthended 

and stabilised with rock bolts/ anchors. Similarly figure 9.12 shows the retaining wall 

stabilized with reinforced concrete buttress & rockbolts.  
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Figure 9.11: Bridge abutment founded on rocks 

 

 

Figure 9.12: Retaining wall stabilized with reinforced concrete buttress & rock bolts  
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9.6  SETTLEMENT IN ROCKS 

Expressions often adopted (Schleicher, 1926) 

 𝛿𝛿 = �𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 𝑃𝑃 𝐵𝐵 �1− 𝜇𝜇2 ��
𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗

 P

            
  

 δ - settlement in the direction of loading 

 P - uniformly distributed load intensity 

 B - width or diameter of the loaded area 

 μ - Poisson’s ratio of rock mass 

 Ej - deformation modulus  

 Sf  - shape factor , reflecting shape of the loaded area and the location of the point 
 where settlement is required. 

• It is recommended that plate load tests be conducted on poor rocks where safe bearing 
pressure is suspected to be less than 100 t/m2.  

• A frequent mistake is committed by ignoring the fact that rock mass is very 
hetrogeneous material as compared to soil.  

• For a given settlement of footing, the settlement of plate is obtained by using the 
following formulae, 

For massive or sound rock, 

𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝
𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓

=  
𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑝
𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓

 

For laminated or poor rocks  

𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝
𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓

= �
𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑝
𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓

 ×  
�𝐵𝐵𝑓𝑓 +  30�
�𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑝 +  30�

�
2

 

Where, 

Sp  = Settlement of plate (mm) 

Sf   = Settlement of footing (mm) 

Bp 
 =  Settlement of plate (cm) 

Bf 
  =  Settlement of footing (cm) 
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9.7 ROCK SOCKETED PIERS 

The deformation at the base of the piers may be determined using Poulos and Davis (1968).  

𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 =  
�𝜋𝜋2� 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(1 −   𝜈𝜈𝑟𝑟2) 𝑎𝑎

𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖
  

 

where, 

 pend is the normal pressure at the lower end of the pier or pile  

 νr and Er  are the Poisson's ratio and elastic modulus of the rock 

 a is the radius of the lower end of the pile or pier. 

 n is a factor depending on the relative depth and on νr as given in Table 9.4. 

 

Figure 9.13: A Rock socketed pier 
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Table 9.4: Effect of embedment depth 'l' on displacement of a rigid plate  

 

 

 

Figure 9.14: Load transfer calculated by Osterberg and Gill (1973) for indicated values 
of Er/Ec (Curves deduced by Ladanyi, 1977) 
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The end bearing load (Pp) of a pile/pier is given by, 

 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 =  𝜋𝜋 𝐷𝐷2  
𝑞𝑞𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

4
 

where, 

 D = Diameter or width of pile/ pie 

 qult = ultimate bearing capacity of rock 

 The load carried by the shaft surface shear resistance (Ps) is given by, 

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 =  𝜋𝜋 𝐷𝐷  𝐿𝐿 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 

where, 

 L = length of the pile/pier 

 τs = shear strength of rock on the surface of the shaft 

 

Therefore, the ultimate load carrying capacity (P) of pile/pier is given by 

 P  = Pp  + Ps 

Various researchers suggested, based on their laboratory/ field investigation for various rock 

formations, suggested values of maximum shear strength developed on the shaft to be 

estimated from the uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock as presented in Table 9.5. 

A wide variation exists, some linked side shear strength directly to σci and some others to 

�𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  .  

 

𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏 = 0.3 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 or  0.5  𝜎𝜎 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0.5 

By adopting a suitable factor of safety, the safe load carrying capacity of pile/pier is given by 

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 =  
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 +  𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐

𝐹𝐹
 

Usually a factor of safety of 3 may be adopted. When, different layers of rocks are 

there,corresponding side wall shear resistance is evaluated and adopted while calculating Ps.  
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Table 9.5: Shear resistance on piles socketed into rock from various researchers. 
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10.1 INTRODUCTION 

To improve the stability of rock structures and its load carrying capacity, it is advantageous to 

use supports or reinforcements. The idea is to use the inherent capability of the rock mass, so 

that it becomes self supporting. In case of underground works, many a times temporary 

supports are to ensure safety and permanent supports are installed subsequently. There are 

two main types of supports, one is active and the other passive supports. Active supports 

impose a predetermined load to the rock surface at the time of installations. Passive supports 

on the other hand is not installed with an applied loading rather, develops its load as the rock 

mass displaces or deforms. There are different types of supports that are used for improving 

the responses of rock mass or as reinforcement.  Some of them are listed here, 

• Rock reinforcement (i.e., rock dowels, rock bolts, rock anchors, etc.)  

• Steel ribs 

• Wood or other lagging 

• Lattice girders 

• Shotcrete  

• Spiles or forepoling  

• Concrete 

• Re-steel mats 

• Steel mats 

• Cables 

• Precast concrete segments 

• Grouting 
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10.2 ROCK REINFORCEMENT 

In rock engineering, two principal types of rock reinforcement are used, tensioned 

mechanically anchored rock bolts and un-tensioned grouted or friction anchored dowels.  

Tensioned rock bolts are most effective in retaining loose blocks or wedges of rock near the 

surface of the excavation.  Rock should be hard enough to provide a good grip for the anchor 

for mechanical type reinforcement. An expansion shell anchor which is well seated will 

usually allow a rock bolt to be tensioned to its maximum load-carrying capacity. In 

Mechanically anchored rock bolts, tensioning of the bolts, usually to about 70% of their 

ultimate breaking load, is required in order to tighten the loose blocks. Different type of rock 

reinforcements like rock boilts, dowels, anchors etc commonly used in rock engineering 

applications.  

 Rock bolts – they are steel rods, normally held at the end of a bore hole – some time 

fully grouted 

 Rock anchors –they are high tensile strength bars or strands pre-tensioned by 

anchoring at the end of bore hole. Rock anchors are provided when compressive, 

uplift or pullout or laterial supports are required to stabilize a structure or rock mass 

on ground or underground 

---Un-tensioned anchors - Passive type and buildup tension progressively with 

the deformation. Passive ones develop increasing support with the deformation 

of rock 

---Tensioned anchors - Active type, resist its movement and failure in shear. 

These anchors supports fully and immediately                  

 Rock Dowels – these are steel rods installed without any pre-tension- forming a 

column in a cement grout or resin to add to shear resistance on the failure plane or on 

a joint plane. 
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Figure 10.1: Different anchor/ bolt applications 
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Applications of anchors include, 

• To stabilize potential rock slide and rock falls 

• To support sheet piles 

• To resist uplift in foundation, hydraulic structure, transmission tower and other tall 
structures in case of high lateral forces 

• To provide reaction during pile load test 

• To anchor suspension cables and guy wires for bridges 

• To preload foundation 

• To tie down pipe lines/wire cables with foundation under sea bed. 

 

 

Dowels (a kind of Passive rock bolt) 

Rock dowels are passive reinforcement elements that require some ground displacement to be 

activated. When displacements along discontinuities occur, dowels are subject to both shear 

and tensile stresses.  

 

 

                         
 

 

Figure 10.2: Schematic view of dowels 
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Rock bolts 

Rock bolts have a friction or grout anchor in the rock and are tensioned as soon as that 

anchorage is attained to actively introduce a compressive force into the surrounding ground.  

This axial force acts upon the rock mass discontinuities thus increasing their shear capacity 

and is generated by pre-tensioning of the bolt.  The system requires a "bond length" to enable 

the bolt to be tensioned. Different type of rock bolts are used, like 

• Mechanically anchored rock bolts 

• Grouted rock bolts 

• Grouted cable bolts 

• Friction anchor rock bolts 

 

 
   Figure 10.3: Rock bolt installed with wire mesh 
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Rock bolts are extensively used to stabilize significantly weathered and friable rock exposed 

during site excavation. It can be mechanical anchorage or friction. 

 

Disadvantage of mechanical anchoring 

• There is a tendency for anchors to slip progressively with time, probably as a result of 

vibrations.  

•  Another problem relates to rusting of the bolts in rock masses with aggressive 

groundwater, for example, inmassive sulphides.  

•  Sometimes, the life of an unprotected bolt may be less than one year under such 

circumstances and, where long term life is required, the bolts should be grouted in 

place. 

 

 

Figure 10. 4 Grouted rock bolts 

 

 

 

1. anchor plate  2. hex nut   

3. thread bar   4.cement grout 
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Figure 10.5 Mechanically anchored rock bolts 

 

               

                   

Figure 10.6: Friction anchor rock bolts (Swellex) 

 “Swellex” rock bolt manufactured by Atlas-Copco. The bolt comprises a tube of ductile steel 

which is deformed by being partially folded within itself so as to reduce its effective diameter 

by around 40%. The hole drilled in the rock face is arranged to be of larger diameter than the 

deformed tube, but of smaller diameter than the enlarged tube. Following insertion of the 

deformed tube into the hole, pressurised fluid (typically water) is passed into the tube, 

causing it to unfold itself and expand into contact with the wall of the hole. 
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10.3 ROCK BOLTING MECHANICS 

There different ways a rock bolt can fail. it can be due to failure of surrounding rock, along 

the inter surface of rock and grout , along the inter surface of grout and steel tendon or due to 

failure of steel tendon or its anchorage to the surface.  Irrespective of the failure, there are 

different mechanics which is responsible for the bolts to work.  Based on the different basic 

mechanics and the failure modes, the bolts can be designed for the rock structures.  The main 

function of roof bolting is to bind together stratified or broken rocks such as sedimentary 

rocks containing bedding planes, rocks consisting of natural joints and fractures, or rocks 

with artificial fractures and cracks. Various theories behind bolting namely are suspension 

theory, beam building theory and keying theory. 

 

Suspension theory   

In this if a weaker strata is overlain by a sound strata, weakers layers can be suspended 

through the sound stratum.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.7: Rock bolting with suspension to the strong and thick (massive) strata 
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Beam building theory 

This theory works as the flexural stiffness improves drastically if the thinner layers are bolted 

together to give rise to a thicker beam. Theoretically, assuming that all the thin layers are of 

same material, the maximum bending strain at the clamped ends of the composite beam is 

 

 
E = Young’s modulus; 

L = Length of the immediate roof; 

t = Thickness of the composite beam; 

w = Unit weight of the immediate roof.  

 

This equation shows that the thicker the beam, the smaller the maximum strain induced at the 

clamped ends. In other words, the clamping action produces a beam building effect. Beam 

building effects increase with decreasing   bolt spacing, increasing bolt tension, increasing 

number of bolted laminae and decreasing roof span.  In most situations, where the immediate 

roof consists of laminated strata, both suspension and beam building effects co-exist. Beam 

building apparently increases the  bending strength of the composite beam. It also increases 

the bending stiffness as well. The bending strength of the bolted beam increases by ‘n’ times 

compared to that of the unbolted beam, while the bending stiffness increases by n2 times.  The 

improvement of bending strength is always good for roof stability.  However, under certain 

conditions, increasing bending stiffness may cause extra load from the overlying strata acting 

on the beam.  The beam may not fail in tension because of the increased bending strength, but 

may fail by shearing at the two ends once the accumulated shear forces exceed the shear 

strength of the composite beam. 
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Keying theory - The keying effect mainly depends on active bolt tension or, under favorable 

circumstances, passive tension induced by rock mass movement. It has been shown (Gerrard, 

1983) that bolt tension produces stresses in the stratified roof, which are compressive both in 

the direction of the bolt and orthogonal to the bolt. Superposition of the compressive areas 

around each bolt forms a continuous compressive zone in which tensile stresses are offset and 

the shear strength are improved. 

When the roof strata are highly fractured and blocky, or the immediate roof contains one or 

several sets of joints with different orientations to the roofline, roof bolting provides 

significant frictional forces along fractures, cracks, and weak planes. 
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10.4  UNDERGROUND SUPPORTS 

Steel Arch support  and steel ribs & laggings 

Structural steel arch supports and circular ring sets are used for roof support or ground 
control where severe conditions are anticipated or to maintain critical areas of a mine or 
tunnel where roof bolting or cribbing is not sufficient or practical. Ribs and lagging used in 
tunnels with unusual shapes, intersections and tunnel where squeezing or swelling may occur. 
Steel ribs are often installed with shotcrete  and often does not fill absolutely the entire void 
between steel and rock.  

 

 

Figure 10.8: Steel arch support and steel ribs & laggings in the underground openings 

 

Spiles or forepoles 

Spiles and forepoles are support elements consisting of pipes or pointed boards or rods driven 

ahead of the steel sets or lattice girders. These elements (spiles) provide temporary overhead 

protection while excavation for and installation of the next set or girder is accomplished. 

Design of spiles is mostly "intuitive" as it must be kept flexible and constantly adjusted in the 

field as the ground behavior is observed during the excavation.  
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Concete lining 

 Cast Insitu 

They are cast right in the excavated area and do not require pre-fabrication. But, placing of 

concrete requires a support mainly of steel and also requires some formwork. The formwork 

is commonly a travelling type and constructed of steel members. Te forms include lines with 

steel plate or wood to give a surface which conforms to the shape of the inside surface. Well 

mixed concrete is placed over these lines. After the concrete get set, the formwork is removed 

and curing is done properly. 

Some advantages of the cast in situ concrete linings are: 

• They are suitable for use with any excavation and initial ground support method. 

•  If any irregularities are there in the excavation, they can be filled and finished 

with concrete. 

• Can be constructed to any shape by using cast in situ concrete. 

• The cast in situ concrete lining provides a regular sound foundation for tunnel 

finishes.  

• Also it provides a durable, low maintenance structure. 

The most modern and promising variant of cast in situ tunnel lining methods is “extruded” 

concrete which is also known as Shotcrete. 
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Precast Concrete Segments 

 

Figure 10.9: Precast segments stacked together 

 

Precast concrete segment lining is mainly used for tunnels driven by using shields or TBMs. 

They are placed immediately behind the excavating operation. The number of segments used 

to produce a ring has varied from two to eight or more. The width of the rings is normally 60 

–150 cm. A minimum strength of 40 Mpa is required after 28 days. Another requirement is 

low water cement ratio.  

 

Figure 10.10: Schematic view of the precast segment  
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Figure 10.11: Schematic view of the precast segment  

 

The main advantages are: 

• It provide an immediate support (mainly for an excavation in an instable ground) 

• The ground movements induced by the tunnel excavation can be controlled carefully. 

• The  segment lining build a waterproof tunnel by avoiding the drainage of the 

groundwater 

• It also provide the counterbalance for the TBM advance 

• Installation of a secondary lining can be avoided if the precast concrete lining 

segments are used. 

 But there are some disadvantages with this method: 

• Segments must be fabricated to very tight tolerances. 

• Storage space for segments is required at the job site. 

• Segments can be damaged if mishandled. 

• Spalls, cracked and damaged edges can result from mishandling and over jacking. 
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• Gasketed segments must be installed to high tolerances to assure that gaskets perform 

as designed.  

• Cracking that allows water infiltration can reduce the life of the lining.  

• Chemical attack in certain soils can reduce lining life.  

Steel plates 

Steel plates are flexible tunnel lining materials in which deflection is allowed to some limit. 

The supporting capacity results from its ability to deflect under load. Steel plates can provide 

a safe launch region for workers and equipment to advance. A number of individual steel 

plate segments are combined together to form continuous rings. Flanges are provided along 

all four edges in order to bolt the segments together in the longitudinal and circumferential 

directions. Adjacent rings are rotated so that joints do not line up from ring to ring. Gaskets 

are provided to make the lining waterproof. To improve the stiffness, external ring stiffeners 

can be provided.  

Advantages of this method are: 

• Since the segments are lightweight elements, transportation and erection are very 

simple and easy. 

• Assembly is effortless even in confined spaces. 

• Minimal exposed excavation is acceptable because of small sections. 

• They can be used with poling plates, full shield or half-shield tunnel methods 

• High strength bolted connections provides increased strength and safety. 

• No additional work such as forming and curing is required prior to being ready to use.  

The disadvantages of this method are: 

• Thrust applied from TBM must be limited to the capacity of the plate. 

• Steel is subject to corrosion in the damp environment 

• Fire can cause the lining plate to buckle and/or fail. 

• Cast-in-place concrete will be needed for fire protection. 
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10.5 GROUTING 

     Grouting is the introduction of a hardening fluid or mortar into the ground to improve the 

stiffness, strength and/or impermeability.  

Objectives are, 

• To consolidate / strengthen the foundation below  structure/dams and minimize 

settlement 

• To cut off water flow 

• Strengthening  weak rock by consolidating ahead of the tunnel 

• To transmit or redistribute stress in tunnels 

• Rectify blasting / excavation damage during tunneling and excavations  and for final 

finishing 

• To minimize seepage into an excavation below water table 

• Control uplift pressure below structures in combination with adequate drainage 

facility 

• Control seepage/pore pressures in rock abutment dams 

 

Grouting are of two basic types, contact grouting and consolidation grouting. Contact 

grouting provide proper bond between the concrete lining and any other structure. It fills the 

gaps and interstices and arrest the movement of strata. It also provides support to the 

underground opening  and most of the times back filling is required. Consolidation grouting 

on the other hands fill the fractures and joints and strengthen the rock mass foundation 

tunnels, abutments, slopes etc  

Grouting process mostly consists of, 

• Drilling of holes  

• Cleaning and washing of holes  

• Testing of holes with water pressure  

• Grouting of holes  

• Testing of grouted zone for efficiency  
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Grout requirement  

Grout material characteristics are decided  in terms of  stability, particle size, viscosity, 

strength parameter and permanency. Grouting pressure is one major criteria while applying 

the method.  Grout pressure shouldn’t exceed overburden pressure and usually it should be 

around  1kg/cm2 pressure per 4m of overburden. Primary grouting is done behind tunnels to 

fill the spaces at the back is carried out at low pressure. Secondary grouting pressure should 

be high from lower to higher portion. Usually a grout curtain is made by overlapping rows of 

grout holes and when heavy influx of water is there- silica fume may be used. Silica is 60 

times finer than cement, good Pozzolonic material. It creates dense sticky mix without 

bleeding. A 10% by weight of silica is good enough for the purpose. 

 

Performance of grout 

Performance of grout is judged based on, 

• Good percentage improvement in static modulus  

• 15%  to 375% improvement in fissured gneiss, limestone, schistose, quartzite,  

• Less than 50%  granite,  sandstone  

•  % age gain will depend upon fracture intensity, their width and extent  

• Improvement in Dynamic modulus – 1.5 to 175%  

• Improvement Seismic wave velocity  - 14% to 53%  

The effectiveness is decided based on Lugion value. Lugeon value or coefficient of 
permeability of rock mass is determined before choosing grout and is the rate at which water 
percolates. Lugeon coefficient is equal to water loss in litre per minute per meter length of the 
test section.  

1 lugeon ~ 10-5 cm/sec  ( permeability constant)  

If  lugeon constant is  < 1  rock grouting is difficult and not required  

                                   < 2-3 grouting is carried out.  
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Figure 10.12: Dam grout curtain preventing under seepage: typical section of treatment 
from surface and adits  

 

 

Figure 10.13: Different grouting approaches and methods 
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10.6 SHOTCRETING 

Shotcreting is mixture of cement, sand and fine aggregate mixture, applied pneumatically on 

the rock surfaces and compacted dynamically under high velocity. The main purpose is to, 

• Provide an arch action in the crevices created as a result of blasting/ tunneling 

• Provide immediate support and help in preventing dilation of rock and opening of 
discontinuities 

• To maintain the intrinsic/parent shear parameter of the rock mass 

• Weathering of rock surface due to exposure 

Type of shotcreting, 

 Dry mix concrete,  

 Wet mix concrete,  

 Steel fibre reinforced / plastic fibre mixed with concrete/ silica fume or micro silica 

 Mesh reinforcement concrete 

Shotcrete are weak in tension and therefore sometimes mixed with wire mesh, fabric, steel / 

plastic fibre to get better flexural strength. Silica fume or micro silica ( a by-product of  the 

ferro silicon industry) when mixed 8-13% by weight with concrete, can allow shotcrete to 

achieve compressive strength 2-3 times,  and becomes 

 extremely strong, impermeable and durable shotcrete 

 Reduce rebound 

 Improve flexural strength 

 Improve bonding strength 

Sometimes steel/plastic fibres are used in the mix. The main role steel fibre/plastic fibre  is to 

improve ductility and tensile strength to an otherwise brittle material. Shotcrete system gains 

sufficient ductility to accommodate un-evenly distributed non-elastic deformation 
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Rebound in shotcreting 

Rebound is another important issue while applying shotcreting. Rebound is basically falling 
of some courser particles from applied shotcrete and is mostly depends upon, 

a) Nozzle distance from the surface 

b) Angle of nozzle wrt rock surface 

c) Pneumatic pressure at nozzle 

d) Cement content and water content 

e) Size and grading of aggregate 

f) Amount and thickness of reinforcement 

g) Thickness of shotcrete layer 

h) Skill of nozzle man 

i) Roughness of receiving surface 

If there is excessive rebound, the courser particle will fall down and the resultant shotcrete 

becomes richer in cement due to which shrinkage cracks may develop. Beside in the absence 

of courser material, the strength of the shotcrete will also decrease. It is found that, least 

rebound happens when the nozzle distance is at 1m and the aggregate sizes are not greater 

than 20mm. It is seen that 60-70% of rebound of aggregate usually when the aggregate size is 

around 10mm. Also sufficient number of fine particles of cement and sand less than 0.2 mm 

to form an initial bed on the surface to be shotcreted. It provides adequate paste to act as a 

cushion for the large aggregate and to provide lubrication during pumping. 
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Figure 10.14: Shotcreting on exposed rock surfaces with wire meshes 

Shotcrete – sprayed concrete  

Concrete is applied pneumatically and compacted dynamically under high velocity. The 

strength of the final product will be same as that of ordinary cast concrete. The only 

difference is the process of its placement. The main applications of shotcrete are: (i) to seal 

freshly uncovered surfaces (in thicknesses of 3 to 5 cm) and (ii) to support the cavities. The 

characteristics are almost same as those of usual concrete. But, Young’s modulus is lower 

than the conventional concrete. The stiffness and strength of concrete develop up to the age 

of 28 days as in the case of cast concrete. But later the strength increases significantly due to 

post-hydration if sufficient humidity is there. The strength may increase by 50% up to the age 

of 2 years. Lining is provided as soon as possible after excavation. To get sufficient bonding, 

the target surface must be cleaned and moistened. Load acting on the lining depends on its 

own deformation. 

There are two methods of shotcrete spraying:  

• Dry mix: dry cement and aggregates are pneumatically conveyed and water is added 

at the nozzle.  

• Wet mix: ready mixed concrete is pumped o the nozzle, from where it is driven by 

compressed air.  
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Reinforcement can be in the form of meshes. They are applicable in very poor quality, loose 

rock masses. The mesh reinforcement improves the adhesion of the concrete to the rock 

surface. The disadvantage of using mesh reinforcement is spraying shadows. The sprayed 

concrete fails to cover the whole area beyond the reinforcement.  

 A well developed and most popular method is steel fibre reinforced shotcrete. By 

using steel fibre reinforcement, the tensile strength, shear strength, toughness and ductility of 

the shotcrete are improved. Also we can avoid the spraying shadows. Shrinkage cracking is 

reduced by using steel fibre reinforcement. The other advantages are improved safety, 

optimized lining thickness and reduced construction time. 

 The main drawback of using shotcrete is rebound. Due to the high velocity, the 

coarser particles are rebounded from the excavation wall. Loss is 15-30% for vertical wall 

and 25-40% for roof. Other disadvantages are huge dust production and presence of etching 

materials. 
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